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tanning was, and for the best leather still is, extremely
slow; the hides were supposed to lie in the ' wooses '
(ooze, or liquor) for a whole year, and stringent regula-
tions were issued to prevent the hastening of the process,
to the detriment of the leather. The bark from which
the tan was obtained, and which was so important a
feature of the process that ' barker ' was an alternative
name for tanner, had to be only of oak, the use of ash
bark being forbidden ; nor might lime or hot liquor be
used, the embedding of the vats in hot beds of old tan
being prohibited.
Hides, both raw and tanned, ranked with cloth as
a leading article of trade, both home and foreign ; l and,
like cloth, tanned leather was early subject to examina-
tion by searchers, appointed either by the craft gilcl or
by the town authorities. As a rule the searcher's seal
was affixed in the market, or at the particular * seld ' or
hall where alone leather might be sold. This was the
case in London, where the hides were inspected at
Leadenhall by a joint committee of cordwainers, gird-
lers, and curriers, and stamped with a special seal to
show whether they were good or bad,2 but at Bristol in
1415 the searchers were empowered to examine the hides
at the curriers' houses before they were curried.8 The
curriers, whose business it was to dress the ' red ' hides
with tallow,4 rendering them smooth and supple, were
were held partly responsible for blocking the course of the Fleet in
1306.    Rot. Parl., i. 200.
1	Customs Accts., passim : e. g. those quoted in V. C, H. Dorset,
ii. 327.
2	W. H. Black, Hist, of Leather-sellers' Co., 25.
3	Little Red Book of Bristol, ii. 114.
* The use of train oil instead of tallow was forbidden.


